
 

GETTING TO THE  
DREAMCATCHER GUEST HOUSE 
2009 CALLE ESPAÑA, OCEAN PARK, SAN JUAN, PR 00911 

 
 

We recommend that you print this guide to avoid difficulties in arriving at the              
Dreamcatcher Guest House. 
 

LOCATION 
The Dreamcatcher Guest House is located in a gated beach community called Ocean             
Park. From here it is a 10 min. drive to Old San Juan and from/to the International                 
Airport. Ocean Park is tucked in between two highly touristic neighborhoods: Isla            
Verde and Condado. 
 

FROM THE AIRPORT 
It is a quick and easy 10 minute taxi ride for about $20. There is no need to schedule                   
a ride as plenty of cabs are available at the airport. Please do inform your driver that                 
we are located inside the gated community of Ocean Park. 
 

IF YOU ARE RENTING A CAR 
 
Leaving the airport, keep    
right onto Highway 26 and     
follow the signs towards SAN     
JUAN. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After 2 miles, take exit     
towards SAN JORGE   
(shopping mall LOIZA PLAZA    
to your right). Stay on the      
marginal until you turn right     
onto CALLE LAS PALOMAS. 
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Turn right onto CALLE LOIZA and      
immediately turn left onto CALLE     
MARIA MOCZO. At the next     
intersection (Calle Mc Leary) this     
street turns into CALLE SANTA     
ANA, keep going straight to pass      
the main gate to the gated      
community of Ocean Park. 
 
Turn right on the third street after       
the gate, onto CALLE ITALIA, then      
right again onto CALLE SAN     
MIGUEL (second possible right),    
and take the next possible right      
onto CALLE ESPAÑA. The    
Dreamcatcher will be the second     
building to your right (2009 Calle      
Espana). 

 
While we do not recommend using a GPS/Google Maps (the devices do not             
recognize Ocean Park as a gated community and lead you to closed gates), we              
realize that sometimes using a GPS is inevitable.  
 
In such case please DO NOT search for Dreamcatcher Guest House but rather make              
the intersection of CALLE MCLEARY & CALLE SANTA ANA your destination. This is             
where the main gate to the community is located. The intersection is easy to spot as                
it is surrounded by a Puma Gas Station, a Yoga Studio/Laundromat, Mini Mart and a               
Surf Store called Tres Palmas. 
 
Once you have passed the main gate please keep straight until you turn right onto               
CALLE ITALIA, then right again onto CALLE SAN MIGUEL (second possible right), and             
take the next possible right onto CALLE ESPAÑA. The Dreamcatcher will be the             
second building to your right.  
 

PARKING 

There is free street parking at and around the Dreamcatcher. Please do not park in               
front of driveways or where the curb is painted yellow. 
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ACCESS AT NIGHT 

After sunset, if you enter the community by car please inform the security guard at               
the main gate that you are staying at the Dreamcatcher Guest House. 
 

 
GETTING LOST 
In case you get lost on your way, please do not panic. We have options for you: 
 

1) Google Directions to Tres Palmas Surf Store. This Store is located right at the              
Entrance to the Community. 

 
2) Ask a local for directions to Ocean Park, good points of reference are Pamelas              

at Numero Uno, Hosteria del Mare, Kasalta, Ashtanga Yoga or Tres Palmas Surf             
Store 

 
3) Find Calle McLeary and look out for streets with gates. If you have the gates on                

your right side then you are driving in the right direction. Keep on driving until               
you get to Intersection Calle Mc Leary & Santa Anna Street. Points of             
Reference: Puma Gas Station, Tres Palmas, Ashtanga Yoga, Mini Mart (black           
yellow building. 

 
4) Give us a call at  +1 787-455-8259 

 
 

 
We wish you a SAFE and stressless trip! 

 
Your DREAM TEAM 
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